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Stories shape our world. It matters how they’re told.
We support journalists and filmmakers globally to tell stories that 

inform and connect us all.

Reflecting on a year that none of us could have predicted, 2020 reaffirmed the importance 
of working together to support our  global community of filmmakers and journalists. 

Whether it was our Special Award winner, Maria Ressa at Rappler; the team behind the 
Coronavirus Reporting Award winner at the New Humanitarian; our new cohort of Fellows 
reporting around the world; or our short doc filmmakers pitching at Global Short Docs 
Forum, it was clear they are all determined to bring us underreported stories despite the 
increased daily challenges. 

At One World Media we care deeply about who gets to tell their story and how. While one 
story rightly dominates the headlines right now, we will continue to champion unheard 
international stories that have balanced narratives, that break through stereotypes or that 
show solutions, innovation and leadership.

“As the extent of the pandemic became clear, I’m proud that we could pivot One World 
Media’s programmes to give journalists and filmmakers the support they needed to 
continue telling vital stories and for us to keep shining a bright light on the international 
reporting that may have otherwise gone unnoticed.”

Gemma Bradshaw, One World Media Director
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We seek out and champion aspiring filmmakers and journalists covering underreported stories.

AIM: Build the capacity of emerging filmmakers and journalists covering stories from and about the 
global south on their path to establishing themselves in the media industry.  

WE CHAMPION

“I’ve learnt a lot through this journey. I have 
increased my confidence in knowing what a good 
story is, who are compelling characters, and also 
in my ability to work on all different aspects of the 
filmmaking process.”

Lydia Matata, Fellowship Alumni

“Navigating this highly competitive world can be 
tricky. Kate’s experiences and resources helped me 
visualise how to take the next step in getting my 
work out there! Even though we were not in a room 
together physically, there was a lovely sense of 
community and learning.”

Vicky Double, Photography Workshop

The Fellowship has transformed to become an even more 
dynamic international cohort of emerging journalists and 
filmmakers.  We welcomed 20 Fellows from 17 countries, 
with a new initiative allowing us to provide ten dedicated 
places for journalists from and based in countries across 
Africa. 

They each receive a bursary of £1,000, in addition to 
invaluable one-to-one mentoring and training on critical 
topics such as safety, story development, data verification 
and pitching. Our new monthly group video check-ins 
provided new means for peer support and community 
building. 

Our OWM Presents platform continues to showcase 
completed media projects and a virtual film showcase 
with Bertha Dochouse launched films from 4 of our past 
Fellows.

Image: OWM Presents x Bertha Dochouse Showcase event with Fellows

Image: Still from ‘The Energy to Stay’ directed by OWM Fellow, Carlotta Dotto

We had to rethink our in-person training for new talent, 
and the result was a new series of online sessions that 
will become a regular part of our programming.

Our reshaped online workshops on international 
reporting have given us a wider reach with sessions 
designed specifically for Universities, and with other 
sessions open to the public. We also curated workshops 
covering the latest trends, such as how to tackle TikTok, 
and mastering photojournalism.



We build connections between emerging and established players in the industry. 

AIM: Bring together a global network of filmmakers, journalists, commissioners and NGOs that 
support one another to produce media that empowers citizens, promotes justice and fosters 

social change.

“What I love about short docs is they allow many 
more new voices to enter the space. You get to see 
people play with vision and genre in a way that is 
often more interesting than in features, because 
people can take risks and really show their voice.”

Zara Meerza, Vice News  GSDF Platform 2020

“One World Media is alive and well - in spite of the 
present crisis.”

OWM Global Reporting Summit Attendee

Back for its third year, the Global Short Docs Forum 
– Digital Edition became an intensive month of 
masterclasses, mentoring and film pitching. A silver 
lining to the digital nature of this year’s Forum was that 
we were joined by our most international cohort yet - 
from sunrise in San Diego to midnight in Manila. 

Joining us for the pitching days were commissioners 
from eight established digital media platforms, including 
Arte, NHK and CBC taking part for the first time. Several 
commitments were made and we’re looking forward to 
seeing the short docs launched soon.

Our last in-person event of the year, back in February, 
was our Solutions Journalism masterclass. We then 
launched into an ambitious digital events calendar to 
keep our community connected and sharing ideas.

This included our most international event yet - the 
Global Reporting Summit - bringing together the 
international journalism community to explore and 
debate the most pressing challenges and solutions 
facing our industry during the pandemic. 

We also launched our new OWM in Conversation IGTV 
Series, interviewing last year’s award winners. Whether 
speaking to Nafiseh Kohnavard about telling human 
stories from a conflict zone, or Mariah Wilson on creating 
environmental impact with your documentary, these 
were a great opportunity for our community to hear 
directly from some of the most talented professionals 
in the industry.
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WE CONNECT

Image: GSDF Filmmaker Mélanie Gouby preparing her pitch video

Image: Speakers from the OWM Global Reporting Summit



THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS
One World Media is made possible by the support of our growing network of filmmakers, 

journalists, commissioners and supporters worldwide.

We celebrate underreported stories that break down prejudice and connect cultures.

AIM: Encourage and recognise excellence in media coverage that reinforces the importance of 
authentic and accurate narratives from and about the global south. 
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WE CELEBRATE

This year, the annual One World Media Awards moved 
online with a ground-breaking new digital exhibition and 
speaker series that opened the doors to an international 
audience. 

Over 1,600 people joined us from 88 countries to 
celebrate the incredible work of filmmakers and 
journalists all over the world. The bravery, strength and 
creativity of each journalist or filmmaker shines through 
all 15 awards categories. 

Watching Jon Snow interview our Special Award winner, 
Maria Ressa and hearing how she continues to hold the 
line against President Duterte, was definitely a highlight. 
As was interviewing our nominees for the New Voice 
Award, bringing together their experiences in Mexico, 
Yemen and Palestine.

After the 2020 Awards in June it was clear that 
because of the pandemic there was exceptional work 
that needed to be recognised. We launched a special 
Coronavirus Reporting Award for 2020, which received 
400 entries across 68 countries. The winner - How 
Coronavirus Hit Aden: A Yemeni Doctor’s Diary, The 
New Humanitarian - stood out for the collaborative 
approach to telling an extraordinary and devastating 
testimonial of the pandemic’s impact on a country too 
rarely reported on by the media. 

“This success was not only a motivation for me, but 
also for fellow journalists who consider this a victory 
for all Palestinian journalists. Thank you for everything 
you did in this competition which took place at a high 
level of transparency, integrity and honesty.”

Shatha Hammad, Middle East Eye 
New Voice Award Winner 2020

‘‘Thank you for recognising our work because it keeps 
us safe. It puts a shield around me and Rappler.’

Maria Ressa, Rappler  Special Award Winner 2020

Image: Shatha Hammad with her One World Media Award

Image: Jon Snow interviewing OWM Special Award winner Maria Ressa
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